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Abstract
Let A be a linear associative K-algebra with unity, K an algebraically closed field. The
following is proved: A is triangularizable if and only if the set of (multiplicative) nonunits of
A is a union of finitely many subspaces of A. © 1999 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All
rights reserved.
AMS classification: Primary 16P10
1. Introduction and preliminaries
Let K be an algebraically closed field. An algebraic monoid M (over K) is both
a semigroup with unity and an affine algebraic variety over K for which the product
map M M ! M is a variety morphism. Let M be an algebraic monoid. Then
its unit group G.M/ is an affine algebraic group. For a subset X of M;X denotes
the (Zariski) closure of X in M. By [8, Theorem 3.15], an algebraic monoid can be
regarded as a closed submonoid of some Mn.K/, the total n by n matrix monoid.
M is irreducible if it is so as a variety. Let M be irreducible. Then M D G.M/. We
call the closure of a maximal torus of G.M/ in M a maximal d-submonoid of M.
Folllowing [6], we refer to the dimension of a maximal torus ofG.M/ as the rank of
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G.M/, denoted by rank(G.M/). By the Lie–Kolchin theorem [6, Theorem 17.6], M
is triangularizable if and only if G.M/ is solvable.
Let A be linear associative K-algebra with unity (LAA). Then the multiplicative
monoid of A is an irreducible algebraic monoid (over K), and G.A/, the (multi-
plicative) unit group of A, is a connected algebraic group. We use AM to denote
the multiplicative monoid of A. Refs. [1–5] have initialized some algebraic monoid
approaches to LAAs.
Certain properties of the nonunits of A can be used to characterize some properties
of G.A/. For instance, G.A/ is reductive as an algebraic group if and only if J .A/,
the Jacobson radical of A, is trivial; as a special case of [9, Theorem 23], G.A/ is
solvable if and only if the nilpotent elements form a subsemigroup (equivalent, an
ideal) ofAM . By [2],G.A/ is nilpotent if and only ifE.A/, the set of idempotents of
A, is finite. By [4], if dim A 6 5, then the condition J .A/ =D 0 implies the solvability
ofG.A/. In this paper, we provide another characterization of the solvability ofG.A/
in terms of the nonunits of A.
According to [8, Proposition 6.2], for an irreducible algebraic monoidM =D G.M/,
each irreducible component of MnG.M/ has dimension dim M − 1 and is a
semigroup-theoretic ideal of M. Let A be an LAA of dimension n. Then each irredu-
cible component of AnG.A/ is a semigroup-theoretic ideal of A. But these ideals are
generally not algebra-theoretic (i.e., ring-theoretic). For instance,Mn.K/ is a simple
algebra. The goal of this note is to prove that each irreducible component of AnG.A/
is an algebra-theoretic ideal of A if and only if G.A/ is solvable, or equivalently A is
triangularizable.
For the convenience of statements, we refer to a subalgebra of A containing the
unity of A as a sub-LAA of A. We denote by dn.K/ and tn.K/ the sub-LAAs of
diagonal and upper triangular matrices in Mn.K/, respectively. In Mn.K/, for 1 6
i; j 6 n;Eij is the matrix with ij-entry 1 and the others 0. So In DPniD1 Eii is the
idenitty matrix. As usual, Gln.K/ denotesG.Mn.K//. The key point in the proof of
our main result is the fact that the nonunits in Mn.K/ form an irreducible (closed)
semigroup-theoretic ideal of Mn.K/.
Let A be an LAA, and let I be an algebra-theoretic ideal of A and B a subalgebra
of A. If B \ I D f0g and A D B C I , we write A D B j PC I .
Lemma 1. Let A be an LAA with A= B j PC I . If ; =D X  B such that X C I VD
fx C c j x 2 X; c 2 I g is an algebra-theoretic ideal of A, then X is an algebra-
theoretic ideal of B.
Proof. The verification is routine. 
Lemma 2. Let A be a sub-LAA of dn.K/ of dimension m < n. Then there exist 1 6
i1 < i2 <    < im 6 n such that for any k with 1 6 k 6 n, and any a=.a1; a2; : : : ;
an/ 2 A; ak D aijk for some jk 2 f1; 2; : : : ;mg.
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Proof. We assume without loss of generality that m > 1. Let KTdn.K/U D KTT1;
: : : ; TnU be the affine coordinate algebra of the variety dn.K/. Then there exist ali 2
K , where 1 6 l 6 n−m; 1 6 i 6 n, such that
A D V
 
nX
iD1
a1iTi; : : : ;
nX
iD1
an−m;iTi
!
VD
(
.a1; a2; : : : ; an/ 2 dn.K/

nX
iD1
aliai D    D
nX
iD1
an−m;iai D 0
)
:
So there exist 1 6 i1 < i2 <    < im 6 n such that det.ais it /16s;t6m =D 0. We may
and shall assume that is D s; s D 1; 2; : : : ;m. So
A D
( 
a1; : : : ; am;
mX
iD1
mC1;iai; : : : ;
mX
iD1
niai
! a1; a2; : : : ; am 2 K
)
for some ji 2 K; 1 6 i 6 m < j 6 n. Let a D .a1; : : : ; an/; b D .b1; : : : ; bn/ 2
A and m < j 6 n. Then
ajbj D
mX
jD1
jlalbl D
mX
jD1
jlal
mX
jD1
jlbl D
mX
j;kD1
jljkalbk:
Let l 6 m. Take a D b 2 A such that al D 1 =D ap D 0, where 1 6 l =D p 6 m.
Then jl D .jl/2. So jl D 0 or 1 for all 1 6 l 6 m < j 6 n. On the other hand,
for each j > m, there exists a 2 A such that aj =D 0. So there exists kj 2 f1; : : : ;mg
such that jkj =D 0 so that jkj =D 1. Fix l =D f1; : : : ;mgnfkj g and take a; b 2 A such
that akj D 1 D al but bkj D 1 =D bl D 0 and aq D bq D 0 for all q 2 f1; : : : ;mgn
kj ; lg. Then ajbj D jkj D 1 D jkj C jl D 1C jl ; so jl D 0 for all l 2
f1; : : : ;mgnfkj g: Hence aj D akj for all j < m and a 2 A. 
Theorem 3. Let A be an LAA, G = G(A). Then the following are equivalent:
(i) A is triangularizable (i.e., G is solvable);
(ii) AnG is a union of finitely many subspaces of A;
(iii) AnG is an irredundant union of rank.G/ subspaces of A, of which each is of
dimension dim A− 1;
(iv) each irreducible component of AnG is a subspace of A;
(v) AnG has rank.G/ irreducible components, of which each is an algebra-theoretic
ideal of A.
Proof. All the equivalences are implied by the following proof of (i)() (v).
(i) H) (v): Assume (i). So we may and shall assume that A is sub-LAA of
tn.K/ and that A \ dn.K/ is a maximal d-submonoid of the multiplicative mon-
oid of A. Then T VD G.A \ dn.K// is a maximal torus of G and T is a sub-LAA
of dn.K/. Let m D dim T. Let e1; e2; : : : ; em be the primitive idempotents of T .
Then T DLmiD1Kei . Ifm D 1; J .A/ D AnG; and we have nothing to prove. So we
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assume that m > 1. By Lemma 2, there is a partition of f1; 2: : : : ; ng into m classes
D1;D2; : : : ;Dm such that
ei D
X
j2Di
Ejj ; i D 1; 2; : : : ;m: (1)
Then J .A/(AnG. Let 1 6 l 6 m and Il DPi =Dl Kei C J .A/. Clearly, Il  AnG
is a subspace of A, thus an algebra-theoretic ideal of A. On the other hand, for each
a 2 AnG  tn.K/, there exists i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng such that aii D 0. Assume i 2 Dl .
Since A D T j PCJ .A/ and J .A/ is strictly triangular, by (1), akk D 0 for all k 2 Dl .
So a 2 Il . Hence
AnG D
m[
lD1
Il : (2)
Observe that the right-hand side of (2) is an irredundant union of finitely many
sub-spaces of A. By the proof of [10, Theorem VII.13], (2) gives rise to the irredund-
ant decomposition of AnG into irreducible components.
(v) H) (i): Assume (v). By [7, Corollary 11.6], A D (LmiD1Mni .K/ j PC J .A/
for some ni ’s satisfying that
Pm
iD1 ni D n. What we need prove is that each
ni D 1. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that there exists i, say i = 1, such
that n > 1. On the one hand, I VDMn1 .K/nGln1.K/ is an irreducible closed sub-
set of Mn1.K/ of dimension n21 − 1 and a semigroup-theoretic ideal of Mn1.K/,
since I D Mn1.K/eMn1.K/ VD faeb j a; b 2 Mn1.K/g, where e is an idempotent
in Mn1.K/ having matrix rank n1 − 1. So
X VD
 
I
mM
iD2
Mn1.K/
!
C J .A/  AnG
is not only a semigroup-theoretic ideal of A but also irreducible closed subset
of AnG of dimension dim A− 1. So X is an irreducible component of AnG, since
dim(AnG/ = dim A− 1. Thus by the hypothesis and [8, Proposition 6.2], X is an
algebra-theoretic ideal of A. Let Y D (LmiD2Mni .K/ j PC J .A/. Then Y is an
algebra-thoeretic ideal of A and A D Mn1.K/j PC Y . SinceX D I C Y is an algebra-
theoeretic ideal of A, by Lemma 1, I is an algebra-theoretic ideal of Mn1.K/, a
contradiction. 
Corollary 4. Let A be an LAA. Then rank.G.A// D 1 if and only if the nonunits
form a subspace of A.
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